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SmartPACS Study List
INTRODUCTION
The Study List retrieves studies from the SmartPACS Archive, and allows users to search for a study
to view with the SmartPACS Viewer (Viewer). After user authentication by the login page, the Study
List page will be displayed as the SmartPACS home page.

WARNING
Study List layout
The Study List layout consists of four different areas (Figure 1 and 2):
Main menu bar (blue)
•
Basic and Advanced Search Options (green)
•
Utility bar (red)
•
Study List table (yellow)

Figure 1. SmartPACS Study List layout for desktop and tablet devices.
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Figure 2. SmartPACS Study List layout for mobile devices. (A) On mobile devices, users can collapse all search options by clicking “Hide
Search Options” (red arrow). (B) Users can expand all search options by clicking “Show Search Options” (red arrow)

MAIN MENU BAR
The main menu bar is located at the top of each SmartPACS user interface with the left side
displaying the user account that is logged-in. Based on user credentials, the menu options will vary
as follows:
• Audit Log – Displayed only for Administrator accounts. Clicking on this link will navigate to the
audit log page.
• Settings – Displayed only for Administrator accounts. Clicking on this link will navigate to the
system configuration page.
• Study List – Displayed for all user accounts. Clicking on this link will navigate to the SmartPACS
Study List page. The Study List page serves as the SmartPACS homepage after
user authentication.

•

Network Queue – Displayed for all user accounts. Clicking on this link will navigate to the
Network Queue page where users can monitor the status of network exports.

• Change Password – Displayed only for Administrator accounts. Clicking on this link will allow the
user to change current passwords for all user accounts.
•

Logout – Displayed for all user accounts. Clicking on this link will logout the current user and
return him/her to the SmartPACS login page.

• Help (?) – Displayed for all user accounts. Clicking on this link will navigate to the
SOUND help page.

BASIC AND ADVANCED SEARCH OPTIONS
The search options are located below the SOUND logo and main menu bar. Upon login, the basic
search options are shown by default and can be expanded to include the advanced options by clicking “Show Advanced Search Options” (Figure 3). Users can collapse the advanced options by clicking “Hide Advanced Search Options”. For mobile devices only, users can collapse all search options
by clicking “Hide Search Options” located in the top left corner of the section (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. SmartPACS Basic and Advanced Search Options for desktop, tablet and mobile devices. (A) Users can expand the
advanced options by clicking “Show Advanced Search Options” (red box). (B) Users can collapse the advanced options by
clicking “Hide Advanced Search Options” (red box).

Users can search the study list using the following criteria:
· Patient Name – Search by patient name; case insensitive.
· Patient ID – Search by patient ID.
· Study Date range (YYYY-MM-DD) – Setting both “From” and “To” fields limit the studies returned
to between the two dates, inclusively.
o “From” Study Date – presented as a drop-down list (Today, Yesterday, This Week, This Month,
Past 7 Days, Past Month) or a calendar widget
o “To” Study Date – presented as a calendar widget

· Breed – Drop-down list of breeds displayed according to the Species selected.
· Accession Number – Search by accession number.
· Modality – Search for studies that have at least one series of the specified modality.
· Referring Physician – Search by referring physician.
· Include Deleted Studies – Checkbox that can be selected to display all deleted studies.
Wildcards can be used in all search criteria except for the Study Date range. The wildcards include:
· “.” Matches any character.
· A “*” at the end of a search value matching anything that starts with the search value.
· A “*” at the beginning of a search value matching anything that ends with the search value.
· A “*” at the beginning and end of a search value matching anything containing the search value.

SEARCHING FOR STUDIES
1. Navigate to the Search Options section of the SmartPACS Study List page.
2. Enter the search criteria either as a single criterion or as a combination of the basic and advanced search options.
Note: When entering the Study Date range, populate the “From” and “To” fields using either the
drop-down list or calendar widget.
3. After setting the search criteria, click the “Search” button to execute the query. The search results will populate the study list table (Figure 1 and 2).
4. To clear the search criteria and return the full study list, click the “Clear” button.

SAVING AND UPDATING QUERIES
Users can save queries as follows (Figure 4):
1. After performing the search, click on the “Saved queries” box (red arrow) and enter a name.
2. Click the “Create” button to save the query. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to save each query performed.
Note: By checking the “Default” checkbox, the query will be set as the default and be used automatically when the study list is first accessed in a session.
3. To retrieve a query, select from the drop-down list of named queries (see Figure 5; yellow box).
The results of the selected query will populate the study list table.
4. To delete a query, select from the drop-down list and click the “Delete” button.

Figure 4. Saving queries.

Users can update saved queries as follows (Figure 5):
1. After performing a query selected from the drop-down list (yellow box), modify the
search criteria and/or layout of the study list table as desired.
Note: The order and widths of every column in the study list table can be modified, and be
saved as part of the query.
2. Click the “Update” button (red arrow) to replace the definition of the query.

Figure 5. Updating saved queries.

Users can navigate through the search history as follows (Figure 5):
1. Click on the Back and Forward arrow buttons (located to the right of the “Search” button; red box)
to navigate through the search history.
2. Click the “Search” button to execute the query.

STUDY LIST TABLES
All images received by SmartPACS are displayed in the study list table and are grouped by Patient
ID, and sorted by date.

Figure 6. SmartPACS Study List Table. Each patient is displayed in a row (yellow box) and can be expanded to reveal its study information
(displayed in tiles; red boxes). The maximum number of records returned is 500, and is set to 200 by default (blue box).

· Patient ID
· Patient Name – Can be edited based on user privileges
· Species – Can be edited from a drop-down list based on user privileges
· Breed – Can be edited according to the Species selected based on user privileges
· Most Recent Study – Arrow icons for an ascending/descending sort option
· Actions – View icon

, Edit icon

, Save icon

, Cancel icon

Note: Based on user privileges, the Patient Name, Species and Breed fields
can be edited on the study list table (Figure 7).
Note: The Save and Cancel icons only appear during tag editing.

Figure 7. Editing Patient Name, Species and Breed is only available to Administrator accounts.
Users can click

to edit the respective fields,

to cancel the action or

to save

the edits.
When a patient row is expanded, the following is displayed in the study tile:
· Study Description – Can be edited based on user privileges.
· Modality
· Study Date
· Number of Images
· Patient ID – Can be edited based on user privileges.
·

View icon,

Edit icon ,

Delete icon,

Save icon, Cancel icon

Note: Based on user privileges, the study description, and patient ID can be edited in the
study tile. Users can also

click to delete the study.

Note: The Save and Cancel icons only appear during tag editing.

UTILITY BAR
SmartPACS offers a number of utilities that users can navigate across using the Utility bar. This menu
bar is located below the Search Options section and will vary based on user credentials. The utilities
offered are as follows:
· Viewing images – Available to all user accounts.
· Study merging and splitting (Cut and Paste) – Available only to Administrator accounts.
· Study delete and undelete – Available only to Administrator accounts
· DICOM and non-DICOM import – Available to all user accounts.
· DICOM export – Available to all user accounts.

VIEWING IMAGES
Studies retrieved from the SmartPACS Archive are viewed using the SmartPACS Viewer (Viewer).
The Viewer is a multi-modality viewer that allows for the display and manipulation of patient study
images and other patient data. From the study list table, users can select a single study, multiple
studies or a set of images from the same study to view. Additionally, users can view all patient
studies at the patient level in one step.
To view a study:
1. Navigate to the study list table
2. Select study by checking the checkbox and clicking the “View” button (Figure 8)
Note: The Viewer will open either in the same browser window, a different window or in a different
tab (according to user settings), and display all of the images from the selected studies.
3. When opened in the same browser window, click the
icon located in the top left corner of
the Viewer to return to the SmartPACS home page (Figure 10).

Figure 8. To view all images from one patient, select the corresponding row by checking the checkbox located to the right of the
Patient ID column (red box), and clicking the View button (red arrow). Users can also select all patients at once by checking the
“Select All” checkbox (yellow box).

Figure 9. To view single studies from a patient, first expand the row to reveal the study tiles. Select the study by checking the checkbox located in
the top left corner of the tile (red box). Click the View button to view all images from the selected study. In this case, the images from the DX study
of Patient A will open in the Viewer (Figure 10).

Figure 10. DX images from Patient A are shown in the Viewer (opened in the same browser window). Note the
SmartPACS home page (ie. Study List page)

icon that returns users to the

MERGING AND SPLITTING STUDIES
Users can move any combination of images, series or studies into a new patient, existing patient or
existing study. This cut and paste utility exists in the Study List as well as the Viewer with different
functionalities. Cutting patients and studies can only be done in the Study List, while cutting images and series (stacks) can only be done in the Viewer. In both cases, all moves occur in the Study
List where the Clipboard function is available for users to review which images, series or studies
have been selected (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The Clipboard button is located to the right of the Local Queue button (red box).
Clicking the “Clipboard” button expands the Clipboard panel (yellow box) where users can review
which images, series or studies are pending for the final move. In this case, the CR study from
Patient A has been selected (cut) for a move in the study list (red arrows).

CUTTING PATIENTS AND STUDIES IN THE STUDY LIST
1. Users can move entire patients to:
· A new patient
· A selected patient
Moving to a new patient:
1. Select the patient by checking the checkbox on the patient row.
2. Click the “Cut” button – the corresponding row should be italicized.
3. Click the “Paste” button and select “New Patient”.
4. Enter the new patient ID in the dialog box that appears.
5. Click “OK”.
Moving to an existing patient:
1. Select the patient by checking the checkbox on the patient row.
2. Click the “Cut” button – the corresponding row should be italicized.
3. Select the patient destination by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
4. Click the “Paste” button and select “Selected Patient”.
5. Select the option to change the selected studies to use the destination patient’s demographics
listed (Figure 12).

6. Click “OK”.

Figure 12. Patient Merge Dialog box. When merging whole patients or selected studies to an existing
patient or existing study, users are prompted to either replace the existing study demographics or to create a new patient.

2. Users can move selected studies to:
· A new patient
· An existing patient
· An existing study
Moving to a new patient:
1. Expand the patient row.
2. Select the study by checking the checkbox on the study tile.
3. Click the “Cut” button – the corresponding tile should be italicized.
4. Click the “Paste” button and select “New Patient”.
5. Enter the new patient ID in the dialog box that appears.
6. Click “OK”.
Moving to an existing patient:
1. Expand the patient row.
2. Select the study by checking the checkbox on the study tile
3. Click the “Cut” button – the corresponding row should be italicized.
4. Select the destination patient by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
5. Click the “Paste” button and select “Selected Patient”.
6. Select the option to change the selected studies to use the destination patient’s demographics listed.

4. Select the study destination by checking the checkbox on the corresponding study tile.
5. Click the “Paste” button and select “Selected study”. The images from the selected study will
now appear with the images in the destination study, and be reflected in the number of images and
modalities reported in the study tile.

2. CUTTING IMAGES AND SERIES FROM THE VIEWER
Individual images and stacks from a study can be selected and placed onto the Clipboard where
they can be moved to a new patient, existing patient or existing study. The Move Group tool in the
Viewer allows users to move individual images or stacks (series) from the viewed study onto the
Clipboard (Figure 13 and 14). The Clipboard icon in the Viewer toolbar (under the Move Group)
allows users to review which images and/or stacks have been selected for the final move. The
selected images and/or stacks will also be displayed in the Study List Clipboard.

Figure 13. Images or stacks from a viewed study can be placed on the Clipboard to be moved to a new patient, existing patient or
existing study in the study list. The Move Group tool can be expanded to reveal 3 options when performing this action (red box).

Figure 14. Expand the Move Group by clicking the icon with the downward arrow (red arrow).
3 icons will appear – Move Stack to Clipboard
.

, Move Image to Clipboard

and Clipboard

Move Stack to Clipboard , Move Image to Clipboard and Clipboard .
To move an image or stack to the Clipboard:
1. View study from the Study List.
2. Select image or stack from the thumbnail panel of the viewer – The image or stack in the viewport should correspond to the thumbnail selected.
3. Click the Move Group icon in the Viewer toolbar (Figure 13; red box), and select Move Stack or
Move Image (Figure 14).
Note: The Clipboard icon enables after selecting a “Move” icon where users can review which image or stack has been selected for the final move.
4. Click on the Clipboard icon under the Move Group to view the Viewer Clipboard.
5. Return to the Study List.
Moving to a new patient:
6. Click the “Paste” button and select “New Patient”.
7. Enter the new patient ID in the dialog box that appears.
8. Click “OK”.
Moving to an existing patient:
6. Select the destination patient by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
7. Click the “Paste” button and select “Selected Patient”.
8. Select the option to change the selected studies to use the destination patient’s demographics
listed.
9. Click “OK”. The images/stack will now appear in a study tile under the destination patient row.
Moving to an existing study
6. Expand the destination patient row.
7. Select the study destination by checking the checkbox on the corresponding study tile.
8. Click the “Paste” button and select “Selected study”. The images from the selected study will
now appear with the images in the destination study, and be reflected in the number of images and
modalities reported in the study tile.
Note: In all cases, the Clipboard button will be disabled once the move is completed.

DELETING AND UNDELETING STUDIES
Users with Administrator privileges can delete whole patients or selected studies from the Study
List. Every deleted patient or study is “soft-deleted”, and remains hidden in the Study List. Users
can restore the deleted patient or study by clicking on the “Undelete” button.
To delete a patient or study:
1. Select the patient or study by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row or the checkbox
on the corresponding tile(s).
2. Click the “Delete” button. The study list table will refresh with the patient or studies deleted.
To undelete a patient or study:
1. Expand the Advanced Search Options and check the “Include Delete” checkbox.
2. Click the “Search” button. The study list will populate with the deleted patient/ studies along
with the undeleted patient/studies (Figure 15a).
3. Select the deleted patient or studies by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row or the
checkbox on the corresponding tile(s).
4. Click the “Undelete” button. The study list table will refresh with the previously-deleted patient
or studies restored (Figure 15b).

A.

B.

Figure 15. Deleted patients and studies are hidden in the study list. (A) Performing a search with the “Included Deleted” option enabled (red
box) will reveal the hidden patients and studies. Deleted patients and studies are displayed in black rows and tile(s), respectively. In this case,
only the CR study from Patient A, and entire Patient B has been deleted. (B) Users can restore deleted patients and studies by checking the
checkboxes on the associated rows and tiles (yellow boxes), and clicking on the “Undelete” button (red arrow). In this case, the study list will
refresh with the CR study from Patient A, and entire Patient B restored to the study list.

Importing Files
Users can import (upload) DICOM Part-10 formatted files as well as image files (JPEG, GIF, PNG,
BMP) into the SmartPACS database. There are two types of import features available:
1. Importing DICOM files using DICOM-only import function
This feature is available to all user accounts. By selecting the DICOM option after clicking on the
Import button, users can select only DICOM files to be imported. Imported DICOM files are grouped
by Patient ID on the study list table.
Note: Patient’s studies are grouped by Patient ID. Therefore, it is possible to have cases where the
same Patient ID could have different Patient Names. In these cases, the row will display the name
of the most recent study, but the viewer will display the name in the actual study.
To import DICOM files:
1. Click the Import button and select “DICOM”
2. An import dialog box will appear and prompt users to select the DICOM files for import. Users can
select individual DICOM files or whole folders of DICOM files by selecting the “Browse to Image(s)”
or “Browse to Folder” buttons, respectively.

3. After populating the upload box, click on the “Import” button. The action will be shown in a
progress bar in the dialog box. After the import has completed, the studies will populate the study
list table and be grouped by Patient ID.
Note: Users can enter a new patient ID for the imported files by entering a new ID in the Patient ID field prior to import (Figure 16).

Figure 16. The SmartPACS DICOM import dialog. After populating the upload box with DICOM files, users can select each file to be removed
by clicking on the Trash icon (red arrow) prior to import. Users can also enter a new patient ID for the imported files (yellow arrow).

2. Importing DICOM and image files using the Advanced
import function
The ability to import DICOM or image files with this advanced utility depends on user privileges.
Administrator accounts can import both DICOM and image files either to a new patient, selected
patient or selected study in the study list. Non-administrator accounts can import image files only.
The image files that can be imported in Standalone mode are JPEG, BMP, PNG and GIF, which are
converted to DICOM secondary capture files. Other non-DICOM files can only be imported in
Online mode.
To import DICOM or image files to a new patient (for Administrator accounts):
1. Click the “Import” button and select the “Advanced” function. An import dialog will appear
with the “Import to: New Patient” button selected along with empty patient and study fields (Figure 17).
2. Enter patient and study attributes.
Note: Patient ID must be entered.
3. Select DICOM or image files to populate the upload box either by clicking the “Browse to Image(s)” or “Browse to Folder” buttons.
4. Click “Import”.

Figure 17. The SmartPACS Advanced import dialog for importing to a new patient.

To import DICOM or image files to a selected patient (for Administrator accounts):
1. Select the patient in the study list table by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
2. Click the “Import” button and select the “Advanced” function. An import dialog will appear with
the “Import to: Selected Patient” button selected, as well as the patient attributes filled-in (Figure
18).
3. Select DICOM or image files to populate the upload box either by clicking the “Browse to Image(s)” or “Browse to Folder” buttons.
4. Click “Import”
Note: The selected files will be imported as a new study under the selected patient.

Figure 18. The SmartPACS Advanced import dialog for importing to a selected patient.

To import DICOM or image files to a selected study (for Administrator accounts):
1. Expand the patient in the study list table.
2. Select the study by checking the checkbox on the corresponding tile.
3. Click the “Import” button and select the “Advanced” function. An import dialog will appear with
the “Import to: Selected Study” button selected, as well as the patient and study attributes filledin.
4. Select DICOM or image files to populate the upload box either by clicking the “Browse to Image(s)” or “Browse to Folder” buttons.
5. Click “Import”.

Figure 19. The SmartPACS Advanced import dialog for importing files to a selected study. For non-Administrator accounts, image files are imported in the same way listed above.

Exporting DICOM Files
1. Local Export
Users can retrieve a copy of a patient or study for download. SmartPACS allows users to export data
either as a DICOM or JPEG file. Once the export is initiated, the progress of the action can be monitored in the Local Queue panel.
To export studies at patient level locally:
1. Select the patient by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
2. Click the “Export” button and select the “Local” option.
3. An Export Selected Studies dialog box will appear and prompt users to select the file type and
associated options for the export (Figure 20).

4. Click “Add to Export Queue” to initiate the action.
Note: As the export initiates, click the “Local Queue” button to open the Local Export Queue
panel to monitor the progress (Figure 21).
5. Users can download the files from the Local Export Queue panel after the export has completed
(Figure 21).
Note: Local export can also be performed at the study level by selecting the study tiles prior
to export.

Figure 20. SmartPACS Export Selected Studies dialog box. Users can select which file type (DICOM or JPEG) to export the DICOM data as. (A) When
“DICOM” is selected, users can choose to anonymize the files. Depending on system settings, a DICOM viewer may be included. (B) When “JPEG” is
selected, users can choose to burn overlay information onto the images.

Figure 21. SmartPACS Local Export Queue panel. Once the export has initiated, users can monitor the status of the action by clicking on the “Local
Queue” button. The Local Export Queue panel will open where during export, the progress bar will change from blue (during the initial and “in
progress” stages) to green when it is completed (as shown). Users can click on the job title (red arrow) or click on the “Save” icon (yellow arrow) to
download the images.

2. NETWORK EXPORT
Users can send patient data or studies to other applications using the Network Export utility. This
utility allows users to either choose selected studies, studies matching a Study Date range or studies received by SmartPACS between a date range to send. To set this up, users must first identify
the external DICOM node where the images are sent to. The external DICOM nodes are configured in
the External DICOM Nodes page (accessed from the Settings page).
After identifying the external DICOM node, to start an export:
1. Select the patient by checking the checkbox on the corresponding row.
2. Click the “Export” button and select the “Network” option. A Network Export dialog box will
appear and prompt users to choose the destination for the export.
3. Select the destination in the “Send Images to:” box
4. Click “OK”
Note: Users can monitor the progress of the export in the Network Queue page.

Figure 22. SmartPACS Network Export dialog. Users will be prompted to select
studies based on the 3 options provided (red box), as well as the destination for the
export which will be listed in the “Send Images to:” box (yellow box). The progress
of the network export can be monitored in the Network Queue page.

